This paper proposes a semi-parametric test of independence (or serial independence) between marginal vectors each of which is normally distributed but without assuming the joint normality of these marginal vectors. The test statistic is a Cramér-von Mises functional of a process defined from the empirical characteristic function. This process is defined similarly as the process of Ghoudi et al. (2001) built from the empirical distribution function and used to test for independence between univariate marginal variables. The test statistic can be represented as a V statistic. It is consistent to detect any form of dependence. The weak convergence of the process is derived. The asymptotic distribution of the Cramér-von Mises functionals is approximated by the Cornish-Fisher expansion using a recursive formula for cumulants and by the numerical evaluations of the eigenvalues in the inversion formula. The test statistic is finally compared with Wilks statistic for testing the parametric hypothesis of independence in the one-way MANOVA model with random effects.
Introduction
Different characterizations have led to various tests of independence. Let p ≥ 1 be a fixed integer. Consider a partitioned random vector =
(1) , . . . ,
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made up of p q-dimensional subvectors and a corresponding partitioned t = t (1) , . . . , t (p) , for any fixed vector t. Independence of the subvectors may be characterized with the joint distribution function or characteristic function as
where K p and C p are, respectively, the joint distribution function and joint characteristic function. The marginal versions are K (k) and C (k) for k = 1, . . . , p. In the univariate setting (q = 1) Blum et al. (1961) proposed an empirical process based on (1.1), whereas Csörgő (1981a) defined a similar process based on (1.2). Feuerverger (1993) proposes an empirical characteristic function version of the Blum et al. (1961) test statistic. He points out difficulties with dimensions above 2.
Recently, in the univariate setting, Ghoudi et al. (2001) introduced a new process based on their novel characterization of independence which is now presented. This characterization for p = 3 is implicit in the paper of Blum et al. (1961) . For any A ⊂ I p = {1, . . . , p} and any t ∈ R p , let
The notation |A| stands for cardinality of the set A and the convention ∅ = 1 is adopted. The vector t B is used to make a selection of components of t according to the set B,
∞, i ∈ I p \B.
Independence can be characterized:
(1) , . . . , (p) are independent if and only if µ A ≡ 0, for all A ⊂ I p satisfying |A| > 1. Cramér-von Mises type functional of an associated process then leads them to a non-parametric test of independence in the non-serial or serial situation. The interest in their process resides in the simple form of the covariance which is expressed as a product of covariance functions of Brownian bridge.
In the multivariate setting (q ≥ 1), the present paper proposes tests of independence, when subvectors or marginals are normally distributed, built from a process relying on a similar independence characterization based on characteristic functions. Note that the subvectors are not assumed to be jointly multinormal in which case independence can be tested parametrically with covariances using likelihood ratio tests. Namely, the marginals (1) , . . . , (p) are independent if and only if µ A ≡ 0, for all A ⊂ I p , |A| > 1. Here,
0, i ∈ I p \B.
Note that the subvectors are not assumed to be jointly multinormal in which case independence can be tested parametrically with covariances using likelihood ratio tests. Normality of the marginals will often be approximately satisfied. For example, data analysis of regression models on which Box-Cox transformations are done in the first stage are common in practice. One should bear in mind, however, that the asymptotic of the tests of independence proposed here would not consider the Box-Cox transformation as data dependent but as a fixed transformation. Goodness-of-fit tests of normality after a data dependent Box-Cox transformation by Chen et al. (2002) is a result in this direction; it will not be pursued here for tests of independence.
The non-serial and serial problems are considered. It is shown that the asymptotic distribution of the proposed process is the same in both cases under the null hypothesis of independence. Moreover, it is established that the estimation of the unknown mean vector and positive definite covariance matrix of the normal marginals does not affect the asymptotic distribution of the process. The proposed Cramér-von Mises type of test statistic is related to V-statistics for which de Wet and Randles (1987) studied the effect of estimating unknown parameters. Norm on Euclidian spaces R m will be denoted · , whereas | · | will be the norm on the complex field C. We also let C(R pq , C) be the space of continuous functions from R pq to C.
2 Testing independence: the non-serial situation
The case of known parameters
Let = (1) , . . . , (p) ∈ R pq denote a partition into p subvectors and 1 , . . . , n be an i.i.d. sample of such (pq)-dimensional random vectors. Suppose that the subvectors of the random vectors i all have the same N q (0, I) normal distribution, with characteristic function φ. The problem is that of testing the independence of the marginals, that is the independence of (1) , . . . , (p) . This non-serial problem with known parameters is of very limited practical importance. However, it serves as a prototype on which subsequent results are based.
Following Ghoudi et al. (2001) , for any A ⊂ I p = {1, . . . , p} and any t = (t (1) , . . . ,
is the empirical characteristic function of the sample. The notation ·, · is for the usual inner product between vectors.
The asymptotic behaviour of these processes is stated next. It states that for different subsets A the associated processes are asymptotically independent, each process being asymptotically Gaussian with a covariance function of a particularly simple form. Specifically, the covariance function is a product of covariance functions of the type encountered by Feuerverger and Mureika (1977) , Csörgő (1981a) or Marcus (1981) , for the empirical characteristic function process. Another process defined by Csörgő (1985) has a covariance of a more complicated structure.
Theorem 2.1 If
1 are independent, the collection of processes {R n,A : |A| > 1} converge in C(R pq , C) to independent zero mean complex Gaussian processes {R A : |A| > 1} having covariance function given by
and pseudo-covariance function given by
The multinomial formula (Ghoudi et al. (2001) ) yields the equivalent representation
This i.i.d. average representation is used in the proof of Theorem 2.1.
The case of unknown parameters
The context is the same as in the preceeding subsection except that the components of the random vectors i in the sample now have all the same N q (µ, Σ) normal distribution, where µ and Σ, positive definite, are unknown. The problem again is that of testing for independence of the marginals, that is the independence of the components (1) , . . . , (p) .
First, define the standardized residual vectors e (k)
are, respectively, the sample covariance matrix and the sample mean. Also, let
be the sample mean of the kth subvectors.
The underlying process is the same apart from the unknown parameters which are replaced by their sample estimates. The plug-in process is thuŝ
is the empirical characteristic function based on standardized residuals e j = e
(1) j , . . . , e (p) j ∈ R pq . The asymptotic behaviour of these processes is stated next, the main conclusion being that the estimation of the unknown parameters does not affect the asymptotic distribution.
Theorem 2.2 If
(1) 1 , . . . , (p) 1 are independent, the processes {R n,A : |A| > 1} converge in C(R pq , C) to independent zero mean complex Gaussian processes {R A : |A| > 1} having covariance and pseudo-covariance functions respectively given by C A (s, t) and C A (s, t) in (2.3) and (2.4).
The same multinomial formula (Ghoudi et al. (2001) ) yields the representation
The Cramér-von Mises test statistic proposed is nT n,b,A , where for a given subset A
where ϕ b is the N pq (0, b 2 I) density which acts as a weighting function. The multinomial representation and this appropriate weighting allow this test statistic to be computed explicitely as
Since squared Mahalanobis type statistics are affine invariant it follows that T n,b,A is affine invariant. Thus, the asymptotic distribution of this statistic does not depend on unknown parameters.
It should be noted that the functional (2.9) defining this test statistic is not continuous; it is not even defined on C(R pq , C) but only on the subset of squared-integrable functions with respect to the measure ϕ b (t)dt. Thus, the continuity theorem as in Billingsley (1968) can not be invoked. In order to obtain the asymptotic distribution of this functional, the following generalization of Theorem 3.3 of Kellermeier (1980) on a uniform integrability condition is proposed. Let R pq j be the ball of radius j centered at zero in R pq .
Theorem 2.3 Let y n and y be random elements of C(R pq , C) 2 such that y n D → y on all compact balls. Let f : C 2 → R be a continuous function and let G be a probability measure on R pq . Define w n = f (y n (t)) dG(t) and w = f (y(t)) dG(t). Suppose that w n and w are well defined with probability one. Moreover, suppose that there exists α ≥ 1 such that for all > 0,
Using Theorem 2.3, the joint convergence of the Cramér-von Mises functionals can be established.
Theorem 2.4
where integrals are computed componentwise.
All possible subsets A can then be simultaneously accounted for by combining the test statistics as in
Relation to V-statistics
The statistic T n,b,A is in fact a V-statistic as in de Wet and Randles (1987) . It can be represented as
whereλ n = (¯ , S) consistently estimates the true parameter λ = (0, I). The function h at an arbitrary γ = (µ, Σ) is defined as
where, from elementary properties of integrals of odd functions, the function g can be taken real-valued
, it is seen that T n,b,A is a V-statistic which falls into case I situation. In de Wet and Randles (1987) , they refer to case I when all first order partial derivatives of µ(t; γ) evaluated at the true parameter γ = λ vanish. Otherwise, they refer to case II. This is case I here since only A's such that |A| > 1 are considered. Thus, the asymptotic distribution of T n,b,A is the same whether one usesλ n or λ in (2.16). It is not clear, however, how this argument would apply to the joint distribution of T n,b,A and T n,b,B . The proof of Theorem 2.4 in the Appendix does not use de Wet and Randles (1987) .
For subsets A, |A| = 1, the statistic T n,b,A reduces to the statistic used by Baringhaus and Henze (1988) and Henze and Zirkler (1990) to test normality of a given marginal. They showed that the asymptotic distribution is affected by the estimation of the unknown parameters by establishing case II of de Wet and Randles (1987) . Henze and Wagner (1997) treated the same problem with an approach based on stochastic processes.
Consistency
Consider the alternatives whereby (1) , . . . , (p) are distributed as N q (µ, Σ), but are not independent. Then, S n → ∞ and M n → ∞. Thus, the test statistics S n and M n in (2.14)-(2.15) are consistent against any such alternatives.
The argument to establish consistency is rather trivial as in Baringhaus and Henze (1988) . Recall that C p (·) is the joint characteristic function of
(1) , . . . , (p) . This argument consists of the following almost sure convergence:
which equals 0 for all A, |A| > 1, if and only if (1) , . . . , (p) are independent N q (µ, Σ). Therefore, if
(1) , . . . , (p) are dependent N q (µ, Σ) then, there exists an A such that nT n,b,A → ∞ which suffices to have S n → ∞ and M n → ∞.
3 Testing independence: the serial situation
The case of known parameters
Let u 1 , u 2 , . . . be a stationary sequence of random vectors u i distributed as N q (0, I). It is desired to verify whether the u i 's are independent. Introduce the partitioned random vectors i = (u i , . . . , u i+p−1 ) ∈ R pq , i = 1, . . . , n − p + 1. Also, let R n,A (t) be as in (2.1) with the slight modification φ n,p (t) = 1 n n−p+1 j=1 exp(i t, j ). The main result related to the asymptotic distribution is that the m-dependence introduced by the overlapping of the u i 's does not affect the asymptotic distribution. It is the same as in the non-serial case.
Theorem 3.1 If the u i 's are independent, the collection of processes {R n,A : |A| > 1} converge in C(R pq , C) to independent zero mean complex Gaussian processes {R A : |A| > 1} having covariance and pseudo-covariance functions respectively given by C A (s, t) and C A (s, t) in (2.3) and (2.4).
As in (2.5), the multinomial formula (Ghoudi et al. (2001) ) yields
which is useful in the proof of Theorem 3.1.
The case of unknown parameters
The context is the same as in the preceeding section but here the u i 's all have the same N q (µ, Σ) normal distribution, where µ and Σ, positive definite, are assumed unknown. Again, we want to test whether the u i 's are independent. To this aim, define the random vectors i = (u i , . . . , u i+p−1 ) ∈ R pq and e i = (û i , . . . ,û i+p−1 ) ∈ R pq , i = 1, . . . , n − p + 1. Also, define the stan-
T and the sample mean u = 1 n n j=1 u j . Now, letR
exp(i t, e j ). The asymptotic behaviour of these processes is stated next. The main conclusion is that the estimation of the unknown parameters does not affect the asymptotic distribution.
Theorem 3.2 If the u i 's are independent, the processes {R n,A : |A| > 1} converge in C(R pq , C) to independent zero mean complex Gaussian processes {R A : |A| > 1} having covariance and pseudo-covariance functions respectively given by C A (s, t) and C A (s, t) in (2.3) and (2.4).
Note that the multinomial formula yieldŝ
and so the Cramér-von Mises test statistic
This representation shows that T n,b,A is affine invariant. Here again we can use theorem 2.3 to obtain Theorem 3.3
In the serial situation, a subset A and its translate A + k essentially lead to the same statistic T n,b,A . Hence, when considering these statistics, only A's such that 1 ∈ A can be considered. The same statistics (2.14) or (2.15) can be used to perform the statistical test:
T n,b,A .
Properies of the limiting processes
This section shows how to compute the critical values of the Cramér-von Mises variable T b,A ≡ |R A (t)| 2 ϕ b (t) dt. This can be achieved either by computing its cumulants and then applying the Cornish-Fisher asymptotic expansion (see Lee and Lin (1992) ; ) or by inversion of the characteristic function (see Imhof (1961) or an improved version of this algorithm introduced by Davies (1973 Davies ( , 1980 or Deheuvels and Martynov (1996) ) after evaluation of the eigenvalues of C A .
The Cramér-von Mises test statistic in (2.9)can also be written in terms of a real process:
) is a real process which converges to a real Gaussian process with the same covariance function C A (s, t) as in (2.3). Thus the usual Karhunen-Loève expansion holds.
Let k = |A|. It is well known that
where
it is easy to show that λ (i 1 ,...,i k ) = k l=1 λ i l where the λ j 's are the eigenvalues of the integral operator O defined by
That is to say the problem is to solve, in λ (and f ), the linear second order homogeneous Fredholm integral equation
See Conway (1985) for an introduction to integral operators.
It does not seem possible to solve (4.4) explicitely, but one can compute its eigenvalues using a relation as
where the parameters B j and ν j = (ν j,1 , . . . , ν j,q ), j = 1, . . . , N could be respectively the coefficients and the points of a cubature formula (CF), or also could be obtained by a Monte-Carlo experiment, in which case B j = 1 N and ν j ∼ N (0, I), j = 1, . . . , N . A good rule of the thumb is to use a cubature formula when b is small, for example less than one, otherwise use Monte Carlo method.
We used the following formulas: the nth degree Gauss quadrature formula when q = 1, the fifteenth degree CF E r 2 2 : 15 − 1 (see (Stroud, 1971, p. 326)) when q = 2 and the seventh degree CF E r 2 q : 7 − 2 appearing in (Stroud, 1971, p. 319) for q ≥ 3. This last formula contains an error, see Stroud (1967) for details.
Moreover one can notice that all the cumulants of T b,A can be computed explicitly. In fact, the m-th cumulant κ m,A (b) of T b,A in (4.1) is given by
and where K (1) (x, y) = K(x, y) and
One can show
and the recurrence relation
x,x and then use the relation
to obtain all the cumulants recursively. Note that this permits to doublecheck into the preceding computation of the eigenvalues through the following relation The CF's used here are not the only one available to obtain estimatesλ j of the λ j 's. A good choice is one that minimises
See Cools (1999) and Cools and Rabinowitz (1993) for a comprehensive list of such formulas. Table 1 provides an approximation of the cut-off values obtained from the Cornish Fisher asymptotic expansion based on the first six cumulants, for b = 0.1. Table 2 Distribution of T * b,A for b = 0.1. As in Ghoudi et al. (2001) , define T * b,A to be the standardised version of T b,A . Then Table 2 provides the distribution function of this statistic for some values of |A| and q, with b = 0.1 as approximated by Davies technique. Besides, a C++ program is available from the authors which permits to compute any cut-off value given the nominal level and vice-versa.
In Table 3 , one can find the empirical percentage points of nT n,b,A (n = 20, 50, 100; b = 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 3.0; α = 0.1, 0.05) based on N = 10000 Monte Carlo replications, in the non serial case. Table 3 Empirical Percentage Points of nT n,b,A based on N = 10000 Monte Carlo replications: non-serial case. In Table 4 , one can find the empirical percentage points of nT n,b,A (n = 20, 50, 100; b = 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 3.0; α = 0.1, 0.05) based on N = 10000 Monte Carlo replications, in the serial case, for p = 4. Table 4 Empirical Percentage Points of nT n,b,A based on N = 10000 Monte Carlo replications for p = 4: serial case. The one way linear model with random effects
where α i ∼ N q (0, ψ) and δ (j) i ∼ N q (0, Σ) are all mutually independant, provides a joint normal model for the non-serial case. This means that in this variance component model
The test of independance amounts to the parametric test of the hypothesis
(see Rencher (2002) ), leads to the usual MANOVA table. A dot means averaging over the corresponding index. The test of H 0 : ψ = 0 is usually done 
with Wilks statistic
, where λ k (E −1 H) are the eigenvalues of E −1 H. The null distribution of Λ is the Λ q,ν H ,ν E distribution. Tables of exact critical points for Λ are available but for q = 2 the relation
holds.
Wilks test has power superior to the test proposed in this paper. This is not surprising since Wilks test is specifically designed for the parametric hypothesis Ψ = 0 in the linear model which holds in the simulation. However, our test is more generally applicable and will yield reasonable power for reasonably large sample sizes. Moreover, it is not difficult to construct another model where Wilks test would fail. For example, Wilks test would be unable to detect the dependance in the normal mixture model contrary to our test. Table 6 Empirical power of nT n,b,A and Wilks test based on N = 10000 Monte Carlo replications for p = 2, q = 2, µ = 0, Σ = γI 2 and Ψ = θI 2 . 
Proofs
Define the metric ρ on C := C(R pq , C) by 
For all mappings x ∈ C, let r j (x) be the restriction of x to the ball R pq j of radius j.
Proof of Theorem 2.1
By Propositions 14.6, 14.2 and Theorem 14.3 of Kallenberg (1997) , it suffices to show that r j (R n,A ) f d −→ r j (R A ) and {r j (R n,A )} is a tight family in order to show the convergence R n,A D −→ R A . Convergence of the finite dimensional distributions to Gaussian limit is a direct consequence of the multivariate central limit theorem and the representation (2.5) of the process. The covariance function C A of (2.3) is also easy to obtain, as is the independence of the processes R A . Then, one can write
and φ A,B (t) = l∈A\B φ(t (l) ). The process Y n,B on a compact is an empirical characteristic function process which was shown by Csörgő (1981b) to be tight if the sufficient condition in (Csörgő, 1985, p. 294 ) is satisfied. Hence, r j (Y n,B ) is tight. Since there is only a finite number of B's in (6.2), it follows that {r j (R n,A )} is also tight.
Proof of Theorem 2.2
By invariance assume µ = 0 and Σ = I. Let e (k)
The proof proceeds with the following steps
The last step was proven in Theorem 2.1. A Taylor expansion of
around (a k,j ) k∈A = 0 and Schwarz's inequality yield
where (6.12) where each of the p terms is expressed as
In view of
2 ) (6.16) (see Henze and Wagner (1997) , p.9), we obtain
→ 0 and so (6.8) is proved. To establish (6.9) consider ρ k (R n,A (t),Ȓ n,A (t)) = sup t ≤k |U n (t)|, where
(6.20) Note that both expressions A n,α and B n,α are i.i.d. averages of zero mean variables. By the uniform strong law of large numbers on compact sets (see (Ferguson, 1996, p. 108) ), one can show that
and max (6.22) so that (6.9) is proved.
Proof of Theorem 2.3
Let x n,j = R pq j f (y n (t)) dG(t) and
) and x j = h j (r j (y)). By assumption, for all j, P y n r −1 j ⇒ P y r −1 j . Thus, Theorem 5.1 of Billingsley (1968) and the continuity of h j imply P x n,j ⇒ P x j as n → ∞, for all j. Also, the dominated convergence theorem yields |f (y n (t))| dG(t) α = E y n (E G [1l{ t > j}|f (y n (t))|]) α .
Then, using Jensen's inequality with α ≥ 1 and Fubini's theorem,
E|f (y n (t))| α dG(t).
The theorem is proved.
Proof of Theorem 2.4
Define the functional (norm) |[x]| 2 = |x(t)| 2 ϕ b (t) dt on the subset of squaredintegrable functions with respect to ϕ b (t)dt. Following (Henze and Wagner, 1997, pp. 10-11) The convergence in (6.24) is now proved by means of arbitrary linear combinations with the use of Theorem 2.3 with y n = (Ȓ n,A ,Ȓ n,B ), and the continuous function f : C 2 → R defined by f (x 1 , x 2 ) = a 1 |x 1 | 2 + a 2 |x 2 | 2 for arbitrary constants a 1 and a 2 . Theorem 2.1 states that (Ȓ n,A ,Ȓ n,B ) D → (R A , R B ). From Proposition 14.6 of Kallenberg (1997) , this remains true on all the closed balls. Note that E|f (y n (t))| ≤ E|a 1 ||Ȓ n,A (t)| 2 + E|a 2 ||Ȓ n,B (t)| 2 .
It can be readily shown that E|Ȓ n,A (t)| 2 = k∈A (1 − φ 2 (t (k) )), which is independent of n and integrable with respect to ϕ b (t)dt. Hence, condition (2.13) is satisfied with α = 1. The convergence in (6.24) thus holds.
To prove (6.25), proceed as follows. From (6.4), (6.7), (6.17) and the inequality ( 
